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Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com>

Re: Withdrawal Not Processed 
7 messages

36eyes . com <36eyes.com@gmail.com> Sun, Sep 16, 2018 at 9:11 PM
To: Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com>

Ok, we will check
Please be patient 
 
 
On Sun, Sep 16, 2018, 5:16 PM Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com> wrote: 

 
My withdrawal address : 1DpSwqy74n1hPpCi6MSYhY8yQtY9rg37dZ
 
I don't have a username . I am playing as a guest . You can check my account through my account deposit address
which is 1BF2XJJPEBAMTB46ps7PCDsRLQQ89bhnCo
 
On Sun, Sep 16, 2018 at 8:42 AM 36eyes . com <36eyes.com@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, please send your withdrawal wallet address and your username
thanks
 
On Sun, Sep 16, 2018, 4:53 PM Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi
I was playing in one of your casino after seeing your advertise on bitcointalk forum. I played the whole day and my
first couple of deposit and cashout went smoothly and timely. However in my last game i won a surprising amount
and tried to cashout and now i see it has been sent back to my account and did not process. 
 
My deposit address : 1BF2XJJPEBAMTB46ps7PCDsRLQQ89bhnCo
 

I hope you are not cheating me or i think i will write about this experience on bitcointalk forum if you
are not paying the players

 
 

Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com> Sun, Sep 16, 2018 at 9:12 PM
To: 36eyes.com@gmail.com

No problem. Thank you . 
[Quoted text hidden]

Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com> Mon, Sep 17, 2018 at 11:41 AM
To: 36eyes.com@gmail.com

Hi Again
 
Looks like i still haven't gotten my payout. Can you please hurry it up because i am kind of in urgent . 
 
Thank you
[Quoted text hidden]

Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 12:45 AM
To: 36eyes.com@gmail.com

Hi Once again 
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I have waited a long time and I have decided tomorrow I am going to write about your casino in bitcointalk forum so
people don't fall for this victim . 
 
You were a new casino so I gave it a try but if you can't even pay 0.063 btc to a player I am not sure how do you expect
your business to be running . Sorry I have to do this but you wasted my time and money 
 
[Quoted text hidden]

Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 8:50 AM
To: 36eyes.com@gmail.com

I have already posted about your website here : https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=5031487.new#new
 
Now i am going to call your domain provider: http://www.realtimeregister.com 
 
Good luck
[Quoted text hidden]

36eyes . com <36eyes.com@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 12:05 PM
To: Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com>

Thank you for your patience.
 
We have a problem on guest users balance details. 
We're trying to solve it.
 
I assure you that as soon as the problem is resolved, your winning amount will be paid
 
Threat and destruction do not seem to help solve the problem
 
Thank you for understanding
 
Best Regards 
[Quoted text hidden]

Moe Green <moegreenxyz@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 18, 2018 at 2:33 PM
To: "36eyes . com" <36eyes.com@gmail.com>

Well first of thank you for replying at least.  
 
And you can completely understand where I am coming from since I see no reviews of your casino anywhere to feel safe
. All I am thinking is I lost my money .
 
You asked me to be patient but never gave me a timeline ? Now again you didn't say by exactly when you will resolve
your issue . 
 
I assure you I will take down my post and no I still haven't called your domain provider as soon as you pay me 
 
Best regards 
[Quoted text hidden]
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